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Al-Fārābī: A Philosopher Challenging Some of the Kalām’s Views on the Origin and Development of Language

Thérèse-Anne Druart

Abstract
The Qurʾān itself pays much attention to language and theological views that see God as the language giver and humankind as originally a single Umma with a single language. Al-Fārābī, on the other hand, follows Aristotle who considers that the various languages stem from human conventions, but that all human beings have the same concepts as they have the same sensory perceptions. Al-Fārābī indirectly defeats the theological views in offering a purely naturalistic account of the origin and development of language as well as of the multiplicity of idioms. He also adds a political dimension in introducing human language givers rather than a sole divine language giver and therewith claims that controlling language ensures power.

Al-Fārābī at times indirectly distances himself from some traditional Muslim views simply by offering an alternative account stemming from an Aristotelian approach. In order to parallel and compete with the traditional Muslim account, al-Fārābī subtly develops, modifies, and enriches Aristotle’s views. Such is the case in his highly sophisticated reflections on language. For him, linguistics and logic are closely allied and both develop concurrently. To understand how his account of language, its origin, and its development indirectly competes with and opposes traditional Muslim views, I shall first briefly sketch the relevant Quranic and Muslim background. Second, I shall briefly present the philosophical background. Then, I shall retrace al-Fārābī’s account of language from its foundation in Aristotle’s view that language is conventional to his detailed narrative of the origin and development of language, which can be found in the Book of Letters part II.1 Several steps in the narrative subtly match and oppose aspects of the traditional Muslim views on language. For al-Fārābī, language is not only a fact of life and an important tool for communication and for philosophy, but its control ensures political power.

1. The Scriptural Background and Muslim Views

In 2:31, the Qurʾān unambiguously states that “He [God] taught Adam the names, all of them”.2 The following verses, i.e., 2 and 3, add that, at God’s request, Adam subsequently taught these “names” to the angels. Yet, one may wonder to what exactly the “names” refer and whether the verse indicates that God gave the faculty of speech to human beings or whether He literally taught the whole of Arabic grammar to Adam.


In 55:1-4, we find a more cryptic statement: “The Compassionate taught the Qurʾān; created man; taught him speech (al-bayān).” Al-bayān may refer to the ability to speak and to express oneself, but it may also refer to the Qurʾān, as in 3:138. Unsurprisingly this verse will give rise to a multiplicity of interpretations. Besides, the Qurʾān itself emphasizes that it speaks in Arabic (for instance, 26:195; 43:3; and 42:7).

The dispute about the status of the Qurʾān, i.e., whether it is created or uncreated, led Muslims to reflect deeply on language, its role, and its origin. Therefore, in early Islam and at the time of al-Fārābī, interpretations of these Qurʾānic verses vary considerably among the practitioners of the traditional sciences, Kalām, Tafsīr, Fiqh, and grammar, but most of these Muslim scholars tend to emphasize the divine origin of language, be it construed as the ability to speak or as a literal divine teaching of Arabic to Adam. Many theologians, therefore, denied that language arises from human convention. They argued that such a claim leads to circularity, since, in order to make a convention with other human beings, one already needs to use language, which itself was supposed to be established by this convention.

Another much disputed issue was the origin of the multiplicity of languages or idioms. As Alexander Orwin reminds us, Qurʾān, 10:19 tells us “What was humankind but one single Umma, i.e., nation, that later came to differ?” This could be taken to assert that originally all human beings spoke the same language, i.e., Arabic, at least if we maintain that nations are constituted by a distinct idiom and a distinct geographical location.

2. The Philosophical Background

Philosophers in Islamic lands, on the one hand, claimed that philosophy is universal and, therefore, common to all nations but, on the other hand, that languages or, more exactly, the various idioms used to learn and impart philosophy vary from nation to nation. The famous debate ca. 932 between Abū Bišr Mattā, the philosopher who argued in poor Arabic that logic is universal and, therefore, of value for any nation, and al-Sīrāfī, a young grammarian, who upheld that logic simply is Greek grammar, and, therefore, of no use to Arabic speakers and Muslims, illustrates well the difficulties facing philosophers grounded in Greek learning and interacting with well-educated Muslim elites. This debate highlights the importance of language and its use.

Such philosophers were well aware of debate among the “Ancients”, i.e., the Greeks, over whether language is natural or conventional. In De Interpretatione 1, Aristotle had adopted the position that language, represented by “names” (as it also is in Qu. 2:31 as we saw) is conventional and so varies

---

3  The Study Quran (above, n. 2), pp. 1310-11 and n. 4.
from nation to nation, but that intelligibles or concepts are common to all people because they reflect sensory perceptions, which are common to all human beings. This view may work well for objects accessible to sensory perceptions and to which one may point, but it does not fully explain how we get words and concepts for intelligibles, which are not directly accessible to sensory perceptions, such as voluntariness, love, infinity, etc. Still less does it explain how we acquire words and concepts for immaterial realities, which sensory perception cannot reach in any way.

In Islamic lands any philosopher worth his salt needed to keep in mind the traditional religious views and their objection to Aristotle’s understanding of language as conventional in order to give a plausible account not only of language and its origin, but also of the origin of the various idioms and of their development. This required going well beyond giving an account of naming concrete objects to which one can point and by simply repeating Aristotle’s views.

3. Al-Fārābī’s sophisticated defense of the philosophical approach as sufficient to explain the origin and development of language as well as the multiplicity of idioms

a. His defense of Aristotle’s claim that language is conventional but has a basis in nature

In De Interpretatione 1, 16 a 2-8, Aristotle offers a realist approach to language and says:

Now spoken sounds are symbols of affections in the soul, and written marks symbols of spoken sounds. And just as written marks are not the same for all men, neither are spoken sounds. But what these are in the first place signs of – affections of the soul – are the same for all; and what these affections are likenesses of – actual things – are also the same.\(^8\)

In his long commentary on the De Interpretatione, al-Fārābī clearly sides with Aristotle’s view that “names” vary from one nation to another but that all human beings have the same intelligibles or concepts, since they have, or more exactly, may have all the same sensory perceptions, even if their geographical dispersion prevents them from having access to all sense-objects. He then spells out the implication, by means of his own ‘intercultural’ example:

The intelligibles all human beings understand in their various languages are one and the same. The sense-objects, of which these intelligibles are intelligibles, are also common to all human beings. For regardless of what is a sense-object for an Indian, if the same thing is observed by an Arab, he will have the same grasp of it as an Indian.\(^9\)

The realist outlook of this text firmly grounds the universality of broadly constructed Aristotelian philosophy as well as it takes into account the multiplicity of idioms.

On the question whether language is natural or conventional, al-Fārābī once again basically follows Aristotle all the while clarifying and expanding his position:

The relation of the intelligibles within the soul to the beings outside the soul is by nature. By contrast, the relation of the intelligibles to the utterances, i.e., the relation which the utterances signify, is by convention (‘istilah), by imposition (waḍʿ), and by plain legislation (šarīʿa).\(^{10}\)

---


\(^{10}\) Ibid., p. 27.18-20. My translation.
In *The Political Regime* or *The Principles of Beings*, and in rather cryptic fashion, al-Fārābī makes a similar claim by telling us that differences between nations come not only from natural temperaments and dispositions but also from:

A third, conventional, thing having some basis in natural things, namely, language (*lisān*, a Qurʾānic term) – I mean, the idiom (*luġat*) through which expression comes about (70:6-7).\(^{11}\)

Orwin interprets the “basis in natural things” as referring to the early development of language as presented in *The Book of Letters*, which for Orwins comes about by chance. Orwin then claims that language becomes conventional when al-Fārābī introduces the language giver (*wāḍiʿ al-lisān*).\(^{12}\) On the other hand, in a remarkable article on al-Fārābī’s philosophy of language Nadja Germann argues that for al-Fārābī “all human beings have a certain natural disposition, a *fitra*, which (...) depends on the natural environment in which they happen to live, and affects their bodies, organs, and temperaments”.\(^{13}\) She relies on *The Book of Letters*, part II, 115, p. 135.6-9 and points to the use of the Qurʾānic term *fitra* and its religious connotations. As al-Fārābī seems to merge *fitra* and the Aristotelian concept of nature, I read him as claiming that the ability to speak and develop language is natural to human beings, but that the whole development of language and of a particular idiom is conventional, even before the introduction of the language giver and not a result of chance. Recall that some theologians had argued that language cannot be by convention as this would imply circularity, as language would already be needed to establish the convention. Because al-Fārābī considers that similar concepts of sense-objects naturally arise in human beings before they can be voiced, he neatly solves the problem by using ostension, i.e., pointing to, a gesture rather than a sound. This leads us to focus on the second part of *The Book of Letters*, which tells us much about the origin of language and its development.\(^{14}\)

### b. The origin of language and its early development

Al-Fārābī establishes that the geographical location of a group of human beings determines the bodily constitution and dispositions that will lead this group to adopt what is ‘easier’.\(^{15}\) First, these prelinguistic human beings simply communicate by pointing to whatever they wish to refer. But this only works for people at a short distance from one another, who can see each other as well as the sensible object pointed to. If there is greater distance or some visual obstacle between people, then one begins to use sound to call on a particular human being in order to call his or her attention to a particular sense-object one will point to while at the same time uttering some sound. At some stage the hearer imitates the proto-speaker and uses the very same sound uttered while the proto-speaker was pointing to the sense-object. From then on, other members of the same group will use the same sound to refer to the same particular sense-object or to one similar to it, i.e., of the same species. This

---


establishes the distinction between proper and common names. Notice that to the traditional semantic triangle of object, concept, and word the Second Master has added an important element: a person who wishes to give a message and a person accepting to receive the message.\(^\text{16}\) Originally the proto-speakers use a simple sound or “letter”, i.e., phoneme for referring to the very same or similar object, but as there are many more sense-objects than phonemes, proto-speakers begin to combine letters to refer to sense-objects. Ostension as a gestural means of communication allows for the establishment of a pre-linguistic convention and so diffuses the theological criticism of circularity and reinforces the view that language, though requiring a natural basis, is from its very origin by convention.\(^\text{17}\)

c. Whether originally there was a single Umma

The Qurʾān had spoken of a single original Umma or nation. Al-Fārābī indirectly opposes this view first in presenting a detailed physiological description of the organs of speech and how they function and then in claiming that due to slight physiological and dispositional differences sounds or phonemes will differ from one group to another.\(^\text{18}\) This leads to different idioms (luḫat, a non-Qurʾānic term) and even constitutes the first cause (sabab) of the differences in idiom, though what the other causes are remains unexplained.\(^\text{19}\) This appeal to physiology and dispositions opposes the Qurʾānic view of an original single Umma. Different groups of human beings naturally develop different idioms, and consequently, for the Second Master, there never was a single Umma, contrary to what the Qurʾān seems to claim.

d. There are many human language givers rather than a single divine language giver

Originally any chance person can match, in accordance with the necessities of life, some combined phonemes with a certain kind of sense-object, but then names multiply without order. As order is needed, some ruler or chief becomes a language giver for a particular group of human beings, though, we are here still operating at the level of mere “names” for sense-objects linked to necessities of life.\(^\text{20}\) This language-giver clearly is a human being rather than God.

With the help of the language giver the group enriches its capacities for speech by finding words to speak not only of sense-objects but also of ‘activities’. Al-Fārābī plays with the polysemy of two Arabic words. The word for name ism is also used to designate a part of speech, i.e., a noun, which at the time seems to have included adjectives and pronouns. Furthermore, the word for activity or action (iʿl) also designates a part of speech, i.e., a verb. The group then moves from immediate sense-objects and natural activities to activities acquired by habituation, and so by means of experience the group develops the practical arts.\(^\text{21}\)

---

\(^\text{16}\) In Islamic lands philosophers were fascinated by subjectivity and self-awareness, but they rarely addressed intersubjectivity, despite their interest in political philosophy. See, for instance, J. Kaukua, Self-Awareness in Islamic Philosophy: Avicenna and Beyond, Cambridge U.P., Cambridge 2015. Al-Fārābī, who gives much importance to political philosophy, indirectly addresses intersubjectivity here and in some other texts. See Th.-A. Druart, “Al-Fārābī on Intersubjectivity in This Life and Thereafter”, in Promissa nec aspera curans, Mélanges offerts à Marie-Thérèse Urvoy, ed. G. Rahal - H.O. Luthe, Les Presses Universitaires - Institut Catholique de Toulouse, Toulouse 2017, pp. 341-54.

\(^\text{17}\) See nn. 115-16, pp. 135-36.

\(^\text{18}\) See nn. 117-18, pp. 136-37. Al-Fārābī also pays much attention to the physiological voice apparatus in his Great Book of Music.

\(^\text{19}\) See n. 118, p. 136.

\(^\text{20}\) See n. 119, p. 137.

\(^\text{21}\) See n. 121, p. 138.
A rather indiscriminate multiplication of terms follows and there is still more need to organize both the utterances and their meanings. This happens in two ways: 1. There is a discovery of genera and species and their relations to organize grasp of sense-objects, i.e., a better understanding of things; and 2. a system of root meanings gives rise to organized, related, derivative meanings, thanks to prefixes, suffixes, infixes, etc. These derivations from a common root refer to the system of forms typical of Arabic. At this stage we have a development at both the cognitive level and linguistic levels. Then, equivocal utterances, homonyms and synonyms emerge, but we remain merely at the level of single terms. Syntax finally surfaces when terms are combined. We have thus moved from isolated phonemes to arrive at terms, first limited to “names” (recall that both the Qurʾān and Aristotle had approached language by means of “names”) but later on to include verbs; and finally we have arrived at propositions and sentences, though little is said about this momentous event.

N. Germann beautifully retraces how al-Fārābī develops a parallel between linguistic and logical development that fits well with the traditional Aristotelian curriculum for logic.

e. Learning based on recitation

With propositions and sentences, figurative language develops and creates metaphors, metonymies, etc. Rhetoric and poetry surface and grow. There is need for further organization and meters arise, as well as euphony, additions of words, etc. Events get recorded and youngsters learn the language by reciting poetry, fables, chronicles, etc. As poems, chronicles, and the like, multiply, it becomes impossible to memorize all and so writing emerges. Education by means of the recitation of poems and chronicles and later on by means of their reading nicely parallels the traditional Islamic elementary schooling in the kuttab or Qurʾānic school.

A vocabulary for terms of second intention, i.e. words to speak of words rather than of sense-objects, slowly emerges. Native speakers speak grammatically, even if they have no grammatical knowledge. Bedouins spoke beautiful Arabic, but they may have been rather innocents of any grammatical knowledge. Reflection on proper usage, however, leads to the discovery of grammatical rules and the determination of grammatical terms. Technical grammatical terms are preferably “transferred” from terms for sense-objects rather than freshly coined, as we have seen for “name”, which becomes “noun” in second intention, and “activity” or “action”, which becomes “verb” in second intention.

Once language is perfected and necessities easily accessible, then the art of reasoning develops: poetical and rhetorical reasoning, followed by dialectical reasoning, then by a sophistical reasoning that helps to reject false opinions and disambiguates language, and finally by demonstration.

22 See n. 123, pp. 139-40.
24 See n. 126, pp. 140-41.
26 See nn. 130-31, pp. 143-4.
27 See n. 137, p. 148.
29 In Sophistical Refutations 1, 165 a 5-17, Aristotle indicates that in arguments the main source of errors is ambiguity: “It is impossible in a discussion to bring in the actual things discussed: we use their names as symbols instead of them; and
Al-Fārābī’s whole general presentation of the origin and eventual step by step development of language should fit with what happens in any idiom. Perhaps one exception is what concerns the Arabic system of forms, though al-Fārābī may have thought that something similar to it, even if less sophisticated and systematic, exists in the various idioms. For instance, in English the verb ‘to run’ leads to the action of running, the one who runs is a ‘runner’ and maybe a ‘runaway’, and we even find, in a metaphorical sense, the adjective ‘runny’ for a runny nose, as well as the noun ‘run’ as in “a run of good luck,” etc.

The first part of the narrative dealing with the proto-language by means of ostension seems based on an observation of the way young children acquire language. The role of the language giver begins to link language and political power, even if this human language giver seems a somewhat arbitrary Farabian construct substituting for God as a language or name giver. The progressive development of language from terms to propositions, followed by the combination of propositions in rhetoric and poetry, may be more influenced by the traditional order of Aristotle’s logical works in the Alexandrian curriculum. The *Categories* deal with terms, the *De Interpretatione* with single propositions, and the *Analytics* with the combination of propositions in an argument. Whether this orderly development truly reflects how human beings acquire or even discover complete linguistic abilities may be more dubious. Yet, the whole narrative gives an account of many aspects of ordinary speech based on human conventions, such as the distinction between proper and common names, the need for nouns, verbs, and links of some kind (*ḥurūf*) to constitute a sentence, and even figures of speech, poetry and rhetoric.

*f. Controlling language ensures power*

This whole narrative is a theoretical reconstruction, but the text also includes an interesting paragraph based on a historical event concerning the development of Arabic that will be used to highlight the political importance of controlling language already hinted at in the references to the language giver.

Distances between people using the same idiom and proximity to people using another idiom lead to the corruption of the idiom. Rulers, who wish to maintain the unity of their nation, need to order and organize the nation’s idiom ensuring that it is standardized and formalized. They will send grammarians to the center of the *Umma* in order to observe and record the way the idiom is best spoken. People in the desert have little contact with outsiders and so their idiom is the purest and will become the basis for the formal idiom adopted and prescribed by the ruler of the *Umma*. Al-Fārābī now abandons his usual mode of speaking of the origin and development of language in a universal way and suddenly specifically alludes to a historical fact in the development of Arabic from roughly the year 90 to 200 of the hegira, i.e., 709-816. Grammarians from Kufa and Basra in Iraq studied the language of the desert dwellers, particularly members of the tribes of Qyas, Tamīm, Assad and Tayy, in order to develop, according to al-Fārābī, a unifying formal language for the nation or empire. As far as I know, the grammarians consulted the desert dwellers for another purpose, i.e., to understand more accurately the text of the Qurʾān, and in particular its numerous *hapax legomena*.

we suppose that what follows in the names, follows in the things as well (...). For names are finite and so is the sum-total of accounts, while things are infinite in number. Inevitably, then, the same account and a single name signify several things”, transl. W.A. Pickard-Cambridge, in *The Complete Works of Aristotle*. Germann argues in “Imitation–Ambiguity–Discourse” (above, n. 13) that an important task for the philosopher is to disambiguate language.

30 See n. 135, p. 147.
Once again, al-Fārābī naturalizes a typically Islamic feature of the development of Arabic. If we take the Qur’ān literally, then the language giver is God who has power over all human beings, whereas for al-Fārābī there are many human language givers who need language to ensure their political power.

In the last section of his *Great Book of Music*, al-Fārābī, who subordinates music to texts, i.e., focuses on meaningful singing and claims that music may enhance the impact of poetry and its message, insists that rulers should pay attention to which music people listen and to which music they perform, as music may help or hinder the dissemination of the proper opinions in the ‘virtuous’ city. He even severely criticizes the music of his own time as propagating false opinions and deleterious behavior. Hence, he wishes music to fall under the control of the rulers. He argues for censuring ‘music’ and, therefore, speech.31

**g. The perfection of philosophy and its logico-linguistic tool precedes the more particularized account of Islamic culture**

The whole second section of the *Book of Letters*, which deals not only with the origin and development of language but also with the emergence of the syllogistic arts and, therefore, of philosophy ends with a remarkable sentence: “This, then, is the order in which the syllogistic arts arise in nations when they do so of their own innate gifts and natural dispositions (*iṭar*, plural of *iṭra*)”.32 We have returned to the natural basis for the origin and development of language, though language begins and evolves through human conventions. Of course, this sentence contrasts a natural evolution as al-Fārābī surmises it happened in Greece with what happened in the Islamic empire, where the most important syllogistic art, philosophy, and demonstration in particular, were transferred from another culture and another idiom.

***

Clearly al-Fārābī, when detailing the origin and development of language, carefully takes position on the theological issues and the Muslim views of his own time. He defuses the Kalām circularity argument against the Aristotelian view that language has its origin in and develops out of human conventions. He also claims that the giver or givers of language are human beings and so rejects the divine origin of language that the Qur’ān seems to emphasize. He holds that linguistic diversity and, therefore, diversity of *Ummas* are foundational and so does not follow an original singleness of *Umma*, as displayed by a literal reading of the Qur’ān. He even naturalizes the historical event of the consultation of the Bedouins which aimed at understanding the Qurʾān better. He substitutes the recitation of poetry and of chronicles for the recitation of the Qurʾān. His way of doing so is subtle. He does not overtly attack, but rather simply offers an alternative account, which he deems more universal than the one presented by the religious tradition. In the *Book of Letters* he does not hesitate to claim that “religion emerges after philosophy”.33 He is even more blunt in *The Attainment of Happiness* in which he tells us that “according to the ancients, religion is an imitation of philosophy” and that “philosophy is prior to religion in time”.34

---


32 See n. 146, p. 153, Butterworth’s translation with modifications.

33 See n.147, p. 154.